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MESSAGE FROM
NHS GRAMPIAN
We have been incredibly fortunate to have GHAT
working not only in parallel with us for thirty years,
but now as part of the fabric of our everyday lives
across NHS Grampian and all our healthcare
settings within it.
In 1859, Florence Nightingale noted the
importance of art in medicine. In Notes on
Nursing she wrote: “Little as we know about
the way in which we are affected by form, by
colour and light, we do know this, that they have
an actual physical effect. Variety of form and
brilliancy of colour in the objects presented to
patients are actual means of recovery.”
These observations are still highly relevant today,
but we also know the huge difference the arts
make to our staff and visitors too. Whether it be a
space for reflection, or art classes for our teams,
GHAT makes a difference to one and all.
NHSG Chairman Dr Lynda Lynch,
Chief Executive Officer Professor Amanda Croft

Artroom session at Royal
Aberdeen Children’s Hospital.

“We have been very lucky to have the
Artroom at Kildrummy Day Hospital
for the past year and great news that a
further year has been funded. We feel
that the Artroom has had a very positive
effect on both our patient group and
our staff group.”
- Donna Wiggins Senior Nurse

“I feel very cheered by the scarves:
the objects depicted, the colours,
the space between the objects. The
plaster objects on the pinky scarf is
appealing...I left with a plaster fish...
Thank you. ”
- Stacey Hunter Exhibition

GHAT GOALS AND
STRATEGIC DIRECTION
PURPOSE
To enhance the experience and
wellbeing of all who spend time in
NHS Grampian premises, whether
patients, staff or visitors. The
organisation will seek to achieve
this by promoting enjoyment of,
and when possible participation
in, high quality artistic activity and
the provision of a sympathetic and
pleasing visual environment.
VISION
The pursuit of excellence in
arts within healthcare practice
– regionally integrated and
embedded, nationally recognised
and respected.
MISSION
To make professional artistic activity
accessible for those who spend time
in NHS Grampian hospitals.

K E Y M E SS AG E

MAKING ART WORK
FOR EVERYONE IN
HOSPITALS

Artroom Session at
Neuro Rehabilitaion Unit,
Woodend Hospital

GHAT WILL DELIVER OUR GOALS
AND OBJECTIVES THROUGH OUR
FIVE VALUES. OUR VALUES ARE THE
CORE PRINCIPLES AND STANDARDS
THAT GUIDE THE WAY WE OPERATE.
Artroom is for staff members
as well as patients.

G H AT VA L U E S

PRINCIPLES WE WILL
WORK WITHIN
CREATIVITY
GHAT is imaginative, inspiring new ideas and
opportunities in order to maximise its impact on
a diverse audience
INNOVATION
GHAT embraces new ideas and supports artists
who test artistic boundaries
ETHICS
GHAT sets the highest standards of ethical
behaviour in support and management of its
own staff, and in its interaction with all public
and private bodies and with its audience
INCLUSIVITY
GHAT provides art for all, with services available
and accessible to all who spend time in
Grampian hospitals
SUSTAINABILITY
GHAT constantly responds to change in the
world around it and makes careful use of its
resources to ensure its long-term future

ABOUT US
WHY IS GHAT NEEDED
Coming into a hospital can be a
stressful and anxious time for many
people. When we are in hospital
there is so much going on, people
to see, appointments to be kept,
clinics to locate and sometimes life
changing choices. Healthcare staff
have an intensive and stressful job in
supporting us to recover or come to
terms with a new future. Art helps to
relieve this stress and anxiety.
Having the chance to make your
own artwork supports wellbeing
and personal self-worth. Artwork on
the walls and a good environment
make you feel respected and have
a calming effect whilst you wait for
an appointment or recover from
treatment in a ward.

THE RIGHT COLOUR OF BLUE

WHO WE ARE
GHAT aspires to be the leading edge
art in health organisation in Scotland.
Our synergy with NHSG enables us
to make a unique contribution to
how and where our arts activities are
delivered in everyday settings. Our
services can be found in each and
every one of the hospitals of north
east Scotland.

When Artroom started I was thinking,
fairly superficially, that it would be nice
to have another activity and distraction
for folks. I hadn’t appreciated just how
deep the benefits might be. During
the trial it all came together for me
– the peace, the concentration, the
purposeful effort that you could feel
happening at the table when folk were
doing the art. These were individuals
who were often very frail with poor
physical functioning; they could
hardly tolerate talking to you for five
minutes. And here they were sitting
at the art table for an hour and a half,
concentrating on getting the right
colour of blue.
Dr Gordon Linklater,
Palliative Care Consultant

OUR HISTORY
As the first arts in
health organisation
in Scotland, GHAT has
been at the forefront in
the development of the
sector nationally.
The inaugural
GHAT art exhibition
was mounted in
Aberdeen Royal
Infirmary over 30
years ago in 1985.
GHAT has continued
to develop into a much
larger and more ambitious
organisation. We advocate the
concept that art in hospitals
assists holistic care within the
healthcare journey. From our modest
beginnings, we have promoted
the concept that creativity matters
and that the wellbeing of people in
hospital can be transformed using
the arts.

WHAT WE DO
GHAT believes there is a place
for the arts and artists in the
healthcare environment which
actively supports the professional
practice of artists. We work with
professional artists and champion
their skills in delivering quality. Our
goals are achieved by pushing
the boundaries of art in healthcare
through delivering an exciting
programme of creative activity,
which encompasses innovation,
consultation, partnership and
collaboration.
WHERE WE DO IT
Our services are for people who
access the facilities managed
by NHS Grampian which in turn
supports arts in communities across
the whole of north east Scotland.
The challenge of ‘Making Art Work
for Everyone in Hospitals’ is to create
a realistic future that supports the
wellbeing of the people in our full
catchment area.

GHAT in the Suttie Art Space
hosting a public engagement.

THROUGH INNOVATION,
CONSULTATION, PARTNERSHIP
AND COLLABORATION, WE
PUSH THE BOUNDARIES OF
ART IN HEALTHCARE AND
SEEK TO CREATE SERVICES
THAT SUPPORT ALL WHO
ACCESS OUR HOSPITALS.

GHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
PLACEMAKING = A SENSE
OF PLACE
Placemaking is a people centred
approach to the planning, design and
management of public space – in our
case this is the visual environment
of the facilities of NHS Grampian.
We actively invite the users of each
place to share their stories and work
with us to instil a positive change
within their environment.
The GHAT Collection and capital
developments: GHAT holds 4300
original artworks in our collection
that are curated across more than
100 NHSG facilities. In recent years
we have worked closely with NHS
staff to plan and enhance the visual
environment by commissioning
artists to research specific sites and
consult with their users to develop
ideas appropriate to each location.

Exhibition programme: GHAT
programmes two exhibition spaces
- The Suttie Arts Space, a purpose
built contemporary art gallery in
Aberdeen Royal Infirmary (ARI) and
the Small Gallery in ARI, a changing
exhibition space in a major corridor.
The Suttie Arts Space is the only
purpose built gallery in an acute
hospital in the UK. It also houses
the first whole-body MRI scanner
developed by the University of
Aberdeen in the 1970s.
CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT
GHAT engages people to experience
their own personal artistic journey
though arts sessions in the gallery
and on the wards. Artroom is a
specific, creative engagement
programme developed over the last
ten years. The projects are designed
to enhance wellbeing by providing
a specifically designed, person
centred experience of art and
creative writing.

PLAN FOR INCREASED UNRESTRICTED
FUNDING OVER 5 YEARS

2020 CASH RESERVES ARE £25,000. THIS INCREASES OVER THE PLAN
TO SUPPORT AN INCREASE IN OPERATING COSTS.

Our main ambition over the
next five years, is to extend our
activities more effectively across
the whole region to support
the hospitals of the north east
Scotland and the ambitions of our
strategic partners.
GHAT Financial planning priorities
• Regional activity support through
community capacity building
• Sustainable and well trained
staff base
• Adequate overhead resourcing

MAKING ART WORK FOR
EVERYONE IN HOSPITALS
2020-2025

£41,400

£41,400

£159,825

£160,000

£160,000

£27,525
£25,190

RESERVES*
£25,000

£93,200

FUNDRAISING
TARGETS

£43,285

EXISTING
INCOME

£132,300

£132,300

£132,300

£132,300

£132,300

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

*Reserves held at approximately three months operating costs.

‘Making Art Work for Everyone in Hospitals’ includes key workers for Moray
and Aberdeenshire as well as administration, marketing, managerial support
and assistance to maintain one of our key assets - the artwork collection. This
plan is ambitious, but the investment in marketing and support staff will allow
GHAT to target corporate funding packages.

MAKING THE DIFFERENCE:

GHAT IMPACT AND BENEFIT
Research by others, coupled with our own research and feedback
has shown the impact of the arts on wellbeing. Studies show that
the arts help patients with their physical, mental and emotional
recovery on many levels. By reducing stress and loneliness and
providing opportunities for self-expression, art is a tool to improve a
hospital experience.

“Yesterday my head hurt from crying. Now
today my face hurts from smiling. I really had
fun. Yesterday the emotion really hit me, but
today has just been… FUN!”
– Ruchelle, Ward 205

G H AT G OA LS

MAKING ART WORK FOR EVERYONE
IN HOSPITALS
1. To maximize access to a stimulating and engaging arts
programme that enhances the wellbeing of people
accessing NHSG facilities.
2. To establish better access geographically to our services
in hospitals across the region
3. To raise the GHAT profile locally and nationally
4. To maintain practices that support the charitable purpose
and business needs of the organisation.
5. To sustain and increase our funding

Ruchelle’s portrait of “TL”

6. To continue to be an employer that treats our staff and
volunteers with respect and supports their development

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
OUR SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS OVER THE LAST 8 YEARS INCLUDE:
Investing in and modernising
service delivery:
• Raised £500,000 plus to
create the first (only) dedicated
commissioning arts space within an
acute hospital setting, open 24/7

Key partnerships and supporters:
• NHS Grampian

• Transitioned into a Scottish
Charitable Incorporated
Organisation in 2015

• Health and Social Care
Partnerships

• Three consecutive Building Better
Healthcare Awards 2017/18/19

• Acumen Financial Planning

• NHSG Endowment
• Creative Scotland
• Ian and Dorothy Suttie

• Friends of Roxburghe House

HOW YOU CAN HELP
US WITH OUR WORK
Grampian Hospitals Art Trust relies on the support of our partners and
donations from the community to continue our work. You or your company
can support us through donations or by becoming a key partner.

CONTACT GHAT

Visit our website for more information on how you can help us make the
difference. www.ghat-art.org.uk/fundraising/

If you wish to discuss a partnership with GHAT or to donate to our
work please contact our Director on 01224 554114 or email us on
the address below.

I never stopped to think how the art work got there or who
the artists were. I will be forever grateful for GHAT and the
work they have done.”

T: 01224 552429
E: gram.hospitalsarttrust@nhs.scot
www.ghat-art.org.uk/

– Sarah Watt, patient, 2021
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